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Effect of Nutrient Diffusion and Flow on Coral Morphology
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We describe a method for modeling aggregation in a flowing fluid. In the model, aggregation
proceeds by the accumulation of a “nutrient.” The nutrient is modeled using a lattice Boltzmann model
of transport. The aggregate absorbs the nutrient, and the amount absorbed determines the local growth
probability. This model contains some of the essential features of growth of stony corals. We find that
the morphology of the aggregates changes drastically as we increase the Péclet number from a regime
where nutrient transport is diffusion controlled to a regime where hydrodynamic transport dominates.
This is in qualitative agreement with the morphogenesis of stony corals. [S0031-9007(96)01149-0]

PACS numbers: 87.10.+e, 47.20.Hw
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In the development of many biological systems, the d
tribution of chemical agents and nutrients plays a fun
mental role. For filter-feeding marine sessile organis
such as stony corals, the growth process is affected by
distribution of suspended material in the external envir
ment [1]. In most studies only the effect of diffusion
included. However, in many cases one would expect
the influence of flow on the nutrient distribution will b
important. In the case of marine organisms, for instan
the nutrients are fairly large suspended particles that h
a small diffusion coefficient. In such cases, a modest fl
should be enough to dominate the nutrient distributi
From the biological literature [2] it is well known tha
water movement may have a strong impact on the sh
of stony corals. It is often possible to correlate grow
forms of stony corals with the amount of water mov
ment. Compact growth forms are generally found u
der conditions with a large exposure to water movem
while the growth form changes gradually into a branch
shape when the amount of water movement decrease
In Fig. 1 three growth forms of the stony-coral spec
Pocillopora damicornisare shown. The compact form
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[2].
s

in 1(a) originates from an exposed site, the intermed
form 1(b) from a semiprotected site, and 1(c) was c
lected from a sheltered site.

In this Letter we wish to consider the effect of flu
movement on growth by aggregation. Our approach i
extend, in a fairly straightforward way, the diffusion lim
ted aggregation (DLA) model introduced by Witten a
Sander [3]. In DLA the cluster grows by accumulati
particles that move purely by diffusion. Warrenet al. [4]
developed an aggregation model in which growth is c
trolled by the flow velocity in the immediate vicinity o
the aggregate. We consider a system in which parti
(the “nutrient”) are carried to the aggregate by a combi
tion of both flow and diffusion. The relative importanc
of these two effects on nutrient transport can be charac
ized by the Péclet number (Pe) defined by Pe

ul
D , where

u is the mean flow velocity,l a characteristic length, an
D the diffusion coefficient of the nutrient. A low valu
of the Péclet number indicates that particles move ma
by diffusion, and a high value indicates that their moti
is dominated by flow. By calculating the distribution
nutrient particles in the fluid, we can model the grow
a
FIG. 1. Growth forms of the stony coralPocillopora damicornis[2]. Form (a) originates from an exposed site, (b) from
semiprotected site, and (c) from a site sheltered from water movement.
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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of an aggregate which “accumulates” this nutrient.
varying the Péclet number for the system, we can exam
the effect, on the aggregation process, of moving from
diffusion-dominated (DLA) regime to the flow-dominate
regime. It is also possible to measure the absorp
characteristics of the aggregate, which can in turn be u
to quantify certain biological properties—for examp
the effectiveness of the growth form for catching food.

We modeled the fluid flowing around the aggrega
by a lattice Boltzmann equation [5]. The reasons
choosing this approach are threefold: the method
suitable for dealing with flows around complex objec
[6], it is straightforward to model nutrients as “tagge
lattice gas particles [7], and finally it is suitable fo
parallel computation [8]. The lattice Boltzmann mod
is a preaveraged version of a simple model fluid,
lattice gas. The state of the Boltzmann fluid is specifi
by the average number of particles with velocityci ,
at each link, which we denotenisr, td. The system
evolves subject to propagation and collision. The ti
evolution of the distribution functionsni is described
by the discretized analog of the Boltzmann equati
Tagged particle motion in the lattice Boltzmann syste
can be treated as follows. The probability that a parti
moves with a velocityci after a collision is given by
nisr, tdyrsr, td, wherersrd is the total number of particle
at the node. The idea is to make use of this f
and propagate in time a quantityPsr, td, defined as the
probability that a tagged particle occupies a siter at time
t. By introducing tagged particles that are identical
the particles constituting the lattice Boltzmann fluid,but
which have a probabilityDyrsr, td of remaining at the
same lattice site, it is also possible to vary the diffusi
coefficient of the tracer. The time evolution ofPsr, td
for tracer particles which are completely absorbed at
solidyfluid interface is as follows:

Psr, t 1 1d 
bX

ifiib

fnisr 2 ci , td 2 DybgPsr 2 ci , td
rsr 2 ci , td

1 D
Psr, td
rsr, td

, (1)

where the labelib indicates a boundary link (a link
connecting a node in the fluid to a node inside the sol
andb is the number of discrete velocities. The probabil
D can be explicitly related to the diffusion coefficient [7

In the simulations we have to consider several sets
boundary conditions. The boundary conditions appl
for the fluid, at the faces of the simulation box, a
simply periodic. At the solidyfluid interface a “no-slip”
(or “stick”) boundary condition is applied for the fluid bu
as we mentioned above, an absorbing boundary cond
is used for the tracer. On the faces of the simulat
box we used antiperiodic boundary conditions [6] for t
tracer (the distribution on the face is effectively duplicat
on the other side of the boundary). This means that, w
the aggregate feels to some extent the influence of
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periodic images on the flow field, it does not feel th
effect on the tracer distribution.

The basic model is shown in Fig. 2. The cluster
initialized with a “seed” located on the bottom plan
of the lattice. The bottom plane, “the substrate,”
positioned on thex-z plane at y  1, while the seed
is one lattice site, located in the middle of the botto
plane. In both the cluster and substrate sites solidyfluid
boundary conditions are applied. A net flow, direct
in the x direction, is generated by applying a unifor
force density to the fluid [5]. The magnitude of this forc
density is varied over the course of the simulation to ke
the mean flow velocityu constant (otherwise it would b
influenced by the size of the aggregate). This in turn fi
the Péclet number. In all cases the Reynolds number
kept very low, so we are in the “creeping flow” regim
The aggregation process proceeds as follows. Firs
number of steps of the lattice Boltzmann simulation a
performed, followed by a number of steps of the trac
evolution. For the latter, tagged particles are relea
from the source plane, i.e., the value ofPsr, td in the
top plane is set to a constant. The tagged particles
absorbed by the nodes adjacent to the sites in the subs
plane (thex-z plane aty  1) and the aggregate (th
latter we term “sink” nodes). The probability that a sin
node will be added to the aggregate is determined
the amount of nutrient absorbed in this node, divid
by the total amount of absorbed nutrient. By using
stepwise increase in the number of new nodes adde
is possible to generate large clusters without disturb
too much the equilibria, in both the flow and nutrie
patterns, around the cluster. Once we have added a
node (or nodes) the entire process is repeated. Of cou
in the simulations we want to model a growth process t
is slow compared to all other time scales in the syste
We therefore required that both the tracer distribution a
velocity field were kept close to equilibrium. A few ten
of steps of each calculation, for each growth step, w
found to be adequate.

The algorithm was implemented in parallel and t
simulations carried out on 16 nodes of a distribut
memory Parsytec PowerXplorer system (approximat

FIG. 2. Basic construction of the aggregate.
2329
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TABLE I. The ratioR of total sink nodes to the total cluster size, the 3D fractal dimensionDbox, the average absorptiona by the
sink nodes of the aggregates, the measureDabs of the uniformity of the nutrient distribution, and the corresponding Péclet num
Pe of the aggregates.

Pe 0.0150 0.1322 0.2521 0.4918 1.0000 2.0000 2.5000 3.000

R 2.35 6 0.10 2.21 1.88 1.64 1.29 1.20 1.31 1.27 6 0.06
Dbox 2.27 6 0.02 2.20 2.27 2.20 2.16 2.10 2.09 2.05 6 0.04

a 0.04 6 0.01 0.85 1.75 3.2 5.5 11.0 13 15 6 5
Dabs 1.7 6 0.2 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.7 6 0.1
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2 Gflopys). This allowed us to simulate a system cons
ing of 1443 sites. The parallel implementation exploite
the nearest neighbor locality of both the LBE and tra
calculation. A detailed time complexity and performan
analysis will be presented elsewhere.

The results of the simulations are summarized
Table I. Error bounds on the various quantities
calculated (estimated by repeating the simulations at P
0.0150 and 3.0000 several times) are also given. T
ratio R of the total sink nodes to the total cluster si
indicates the compactness of the aggregates. The ty
cluster size varies between4 3 104 and 7 3 104. The
fractal dimensionDbox of the surface of the aggregate w
determined using a 3D version of the (cube)box-coun
method described by Feder [9].Dbox measures the spac
filling properties of the surface of the aggregate, a
has been found to be a useful method for characteri
growth forms. In three dimensions its value varies from
minimum of 2, for a solid object with a perfectly smoo
surface, to a maximum of 3 for a solid with a spac
filling surface. For us it is more convenient than t
common mass scaling exponents because the cent
gravity of the cluster changes significantly during grow
The fractal dimension is related to the morphology
the cluster which we illustrate in Fig. 3 by showin
slices through the middle of lattice (in thex-y plane).
Figure 4 shows the corresponding nutrient distributi
The color shift from black to white in Figs. 4(a) and 4(
indicates the concentration of nutrient; black indicates
maximum concentration, whereas white areas indicate
the concentration is almost zero.
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In the simulations we have determined the numbe
sink nodes that have a nutrient absorption betweea
and a 1 Da for the clusters obtained at the highest a
lowest Péclet numbers. The number of sink nodes w
absorption ratea, Nsad, appears to depend algebraica
on a as follows: Nsad , a2Dabs so we can determin
Dabs from a log-log plot. The exponentDabs can be
interpreted as a measure of the uniformity of the nutri
distribution. In Table I the average absorptiona in the
boundary nodes, and the values ofDabs, are listed for
the various Pe numbers. If one considers the pure D
case, the average absorption would be proportional to
absolute value of the diffusion coefficient (which, for
given geometry, determines the flux of particle arriving
the surface). To facilitate a direct comparison betwe
absorption at different Pe numbers, the values fora,
quoted in Table I, are scaled with the factorD0

D , where
D0 is the value ofD we used at the lowest Péclet numb

Figure 3 shows that the overall morphology of t
aggregates gradually changes from the DLA-like clus
at Pe 0.0150 to a much more compact cluster at Pe
3.0000. The degree of compactness is reflected in
decrease ofDbox and a decrease of the ratioR (see
Table I) with increasing Péclet number. The aggreg
at Pe 0.0150 still differs from “real” 3D DLA. This
can be shown, both experimentally [10] and theoretica
[11], to give a cluster with a fractal dimension of 2.
It seems that, even at this low Péclet number, the fl
still affects the morphology of the cluster. Figure 3 a
illustrates the tendency of the branches of the aggre
to develop towards the origin of the flow. This effe
the
FIG. 3. Slices through the middle (in thex-y plane) of the lattices with the aggregates, the flow is directed from the left to
right. The Péclet numbers for (a)–(h) are given in columns 1–8 of Table I, respectively.
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FIG. 4. Slices through the lattice, in thex-z plane. In a
and b the nutrient distribution is depicted, for, respectively,
[Fig 3(a)] and Pe 3.0000 [Fig. 3(h)]. In all the pictures the
flow is directed from the bottom to the top.

becomes stronger as the flow becomes more important
increases).

The nutrient distributions shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(
emphasize the main differences between diffusion a
flow dominated regimes. For low Péclet numbers the d
tribution of nutrient is roughly symmetric about the cent
of the cluster so there is little asymmetry in the grow
process. At higher Péclet numbers a clear asymm
develops in the distribution with a depleted region d
veloping downstream of the object, while upstream t
distribution remains relatively unperturbed by the obje
This downstream depletion means there is little proba
ity of growth in the downstream direction, so it is un
surprising that the aggregate develops primarily into
flow. The second point is that, in the immediate vicini
of the cluster, the effect of the flow is to even out va
ations in the nutrient distribution. At higher Péclet num
bers the average absorption increases and the distribu
characteristic of the diffusive regime, changes into a m
slowly decaying distribution. In other words, apart fro
inducing asymmetry, the flow results in a broader distrib
tion of sites being actively involved in the growth proces
This is illustrated by the decrease in the measureDabs of
the uniformity of the nutrient distribution. This “evenin
out” of the growth probability between sites appears,
turn, to account for the increasing degree of compactn
of the aggregate (reflected by the decrease inDbox).

As Table I shows, compared to DLA, the avera
amount of absorbed nutrient increases with increas
Péclet number. In absolute terms it actually varies s
prisingly little. Clearly, the reduction in absorption, du
to the reduction in the diffusion coefficient, is approx
mately offset by the flow moving more material into are
that would otherwise have been significantly deplet
However, nutrient transport to the boundary of the obj
could still be rather inefficient as far as any organism
concerned (since the flow velocity falls to zero and t
e

(Pe
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nutrient can only ever diffuse to the boundary). Th
being the case, an efficient use of the nutrient resou
even in a moving fluid, would require some type of activ
transport mechanism involving nutrient accumulation
some distance from the object.

Our main finding is that the effect of flow on the nutrien
distribution is to gradually change the growth form. Th
contrasts with the conclusion of Warrenet al. [4]. In their
model, fluid flow had little effect on the morphology o
the aggregates. The change we observed, from branc
to compact structures with increasing water movement
also exhibited by the stony corals in Fig. 1. Our mod
is, of course, a simplification. In particular, there
no mechanism present for nutrient accumulation at so
distance from the object; in the model the fluid flow is on
directional, in reality there is an alternating flow due
the tidal movements; the speciesPocillopora damicornis
also uses photosynthesis for its energy input; there are
effects of erosion included in the model; the actual grow
process consists of adding layers of material (varying
thickness) on top of the preceding growth stage, and
explicitly by adding particles. These effects may ha
varying degrees of importance, but our model does se
to provide the simplest explanation for the trends observ
in stony-coral morphology.

This work was carried out within the Massive Para
lel Computing pilot project “Portable Parallel Simulatio
of Crystal Nucleation and Growth” funded by the Ned
erlandse Organisatie voor Wetenschappelijk Onderz
(NWO). The simulations were performed on the Pow
erXplorer from the Interdisciplinary Centre for Comple
Computer facilities Amsterdam (IC3A). The work of the
FOM Institute is part of the scientific program of FOM
and is supported by NWO. Dr. J. E. N. Veron (Australia
Institute of Marine Sciences) kindly permitted us to u
the photographs ofPocillopora damicornis.
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